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Free-electron lasers provide a source of x-ray pulses short enough and intense enough to drive 
nonlinearities in molecular systems. Impulsive interactions driven by these x-ray pulses provide a way to 
create and probe valence electron motions with high temporal and spatial resolution. Observing these 
electronic motions is crucial to understand the role of electronic coherence in chemical processes. A simple 
nonlinear technique for probing electronic motion, impulsive stimulated x-ray Raman scattering (ISXRS), 
involves a single impulsive interaction to produce a coherent superposition of electronic states. We 
demonstrate electronic population transfer via ISXRS using broad bandwidth (5.5 eV full width at half 
maximum) attosecond x-ray pulses produced by the Linac Coherent Light Source. The impulsive excitation 
is resonantly enhanced by the oxygen 1s → 2π� resonance of nitric oxide (NO), and excited state neutral 
molecules are probed with a time-delayed UV laser pulse.

The motion of electrons in quantum systems is funda-
mental to processes in chemical physics, biology, and
material science. Recent experiments with attosecond tem-
poral resolution have demonstrated that ultrafast charge
motion, due to the formation of a coherent superposition
of electronic states, can be tracked in simple molecular
systems [1,2]. A fundamental understanding of this coherent
electron motion (or charge migration) will provide crucial
insight into a wide range of charge transfer and correlated
electronic phenomena [3–6]. Detailed measurements are
required for understanding charge migration in complex
systems relevant to material science, chemistry, and biology.
Nonlinear x-ray spectroscopies, which provide the capability
to track the coherent electronic motion with atomic spatial

localization and attosecond temporal resolution, are becom-
ing attractive options for such measurements.
Ultrafast optical techniques are used routinely to follow

chemical reactions on the femtosecond timescale. In the
infrared or visible domain, nonlinear spectroscopies have
led to sophisticated probes of excited state dynamics, far
beyond the minimal information content of the linear
response [7]. Applying these methods with sequences of
x-ray pulses will allow us to initiate and probe coherent
electronic dynamics on attosecond timescales [8–12].
Furthermore, x-ray photons interact strongly with core-
level electrons; therefore, x-ray observables are sensitive
probes of the local electronic environment [13], which
tracks charge motion throughout the molecule.
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The advent of x-ray free-electron lasers (XFELs)
demonstrated nonlinear x-ray interactions, starting with
sequential ionization of atoms and molecules [14–17].
Subsequently, direct (or nonsequential) two-photon absorp-
tion was also observed [18,19], along with nonlinear x-ray
Compton scattering [20]. Among the proposed nonlinear
spectroscopic techniques, stimulated x-ray Raman scatter-
ing (SXRS) is a promising method for generating
nonstationary electronic states, given current XFEL capa-
bilities [21,22].
SXRS is an inelastic x-ray scattering process where,

starting from the ground state (gs) of the molecule, the
x-ray pulse first excites a core electron into an unoccupied
orbital (pump transition). Before this core-excited (ce) state
decays, a second interaction with the x-ray pulse stimulates
the emission of a photon driving an electron from a
different valence orbital into the core vacancy (Stokes
transition). This process results in the transfer of electronic
population from the ground state to valence-excited (ve)
neutral states. The SXRS process is shown schematically in
Fig. 1(a) for the case of nitric oxide (NO). The ground state
molecular orbital configuration for the nitric oxide target is
ð1sOÞ2ð1sNÞ2ð3σÞ2ð4σ�Þ2ð5σÞ2ð1πÞ4ð2π�Þ1. The nearly
resonant pump transition promotes an electron from the

1sO orbital to the partially occupied 2π� orbital, leading to
three molecular core-excited states: 2Σþ, 2Δ, and 2Σ−. The
Stokes transition could populate many valence-excited
electronic configurations, but we find that the dominant
pathway involves an electron from the 1π orbital filling the
1sO vacancy. The dominant SXRS pathways populate the
B2Π, C2Π, and D2Φ electronic states, each with the
ð1πÞ3ð2π�Þ2 excited state configuration.
The total population transfer (S) following the inelastic

scattering process is described by a Kramers-Heisenberg
expression (in atomic units),

Sðω0Þ ¼
X

ve

jTð2Þ
ve;gsðω0Þj2δðΔω − ωve;gsÞ; ð1Þ

where ω0 is the central photon energy of the x-ray pulse,
Δω ¼ ω − ω0 is the difference between the pump and
Stokes frequency, and Tð2Þ is the second-order transition
matrix element. The length gauge expression for the
second-order transition matrix element (or transition polar-
izability [10]) for a single broad bandwidth x-ray pulse is
given by

Tð2Þ
ve;gsðω0Þ ¼

1

2π

X

ce

hψvejϵ⃗ · r⃗jψceihψ cejϵ⃗ · r⃗jψgsi

×
Z

dω
Z

dω0 E�ðωÞEðω0Þ
ωþ ω0 − ωce;gs þ iΓce;gs

; ð2Þ

where EðtÞ ¼ Re½R dωEðωÞe−iω0t� is the time-dependent
electric field and ϵ⃗ is the polarization vector. The core-
excited states decay via Auger electron emission with a
lifetime of ðΓce;gsÞ−1 in atomic units. The δ function in
Eq. (1) enforces energy conservation between the emitted
and absorbed photons (Δω), and the initial and final states
of the molecule (ωve;gs). The denominator in Eq. (2) leads to
atomic site-specific enhancements when the central energy
of the x-ray pulse is tuned close to a near-edge reso-
nance (ωce;gs).
An early experiment by Weninger et al. demonstrated

SXRS through resonant excitation of a dense neon target
with femtosecond XFEL pulses [21]. The x-ray pulses,
having a partially coherent bandwidth of 7 eV, stimulated
the Raman process, and the emitted light was amplified in
the core-excited gas column. Following the successful
demonstration in an atomic target, subsequent experiments
focused on molecular targets [22]. Using the Raman
amplification technique, the Raman gain for a molecular
system is expected to be much smaller than in the atomic
case [23]. Despite substantial experimental effort, no
Raman gain has been observed in molecular systems using
femtosecond x-ray pulses [22,23].
In this Letter, we extend SXRS to the impulsive limit

using attosecond soft x-ray pulses. In the impulsive limit,
the exciting pulse is short compared to the natural time
evolution of the system, and thus the excitation is initially
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic description of the SXRS process showing
accessible states in the NO target. The pump transition is
dominated by the promotion of an electron from the 1sO orbital
to the partially occupied 2π� orbital. This configuration leads to
three molecular core-excited (ce) states (2Σþ, 2Δ, and 2Σ−). The
Stokes transition couples these core-excited states to a low-lying
valence-excited (ve) electronic configuration, where an electron
from the 1π orbital fills the 1sO vacancy. We find that the
dominant SXRS pathways result in populating the B2Π,C2Π, and
D2Φ valence-excited electronic states. The top line in panel
(b) shows the pulse sequence used to probe excited state neutral
molecules: An attosecond x-ray pulse (black) produces excited
state NO molecules (denoted with an *) through the SXRS
process. These molecules are then probed by ionization by a time-
delayed (20 ns) UV pulse (blue). The bottom line shows the pulse
ordering used as a reference for removing other sources of NOþ
ions: The UV pulse proceeds the x-ray pulse by 5 ns. (c) Measured
ion mass-to-charge ratio (m/q) spectrum produced by the com-
bined x-ray and UV pulses.



localized near a specific atomic site and will evolve on
attosecond timescales [24]. In impulsive SXRS (ISXRS),
both the pump and Stokes frequencies are within the
coherent bandwidth of the incident x-ray pulse, and any
valence-excited state within the x-ray pulse bandwidth can
be populated. Moreover, a second x-ray pulse could be used
to probe the time evolution of the electronic wave packet
using a two-color scheme, which was already demonstrated
by Duris et al. [25].
The enhanced SASE (ESASE) method [26], imple-

mented at the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS),
generates soft x-ray pulses near the oxygen K-edge
(540 eV) with large coherent bandwidth (∼5.5 eV) and
corresponding pulse duration of approximately 500 atto-
seconds [25]. These isolated attosecond pulses have ener-
gies in the range of 10–300 μJ and, when focused, can
produce intensities above ∼1018 W=cm2, sufficient for
driving nonlinear x-ray interactions. The previous attempts
to observe SXRS in molecular systems focused on ampli-
fication of the Stokes emission line; however, in this study
we detect the transfer of electronic population to valence-
excited states via photoemission spectroscopy. The dem-
onstration of ISXRS in a gas-phase molecule is a stepping
stone toward studying electronic dynamics in complex
systems, such as large biological molecules and condensed
phase systems.
Extending this work to the condensed phase will be

experimentally challenging. High intensity x-ray pulses
cause significant sample damage. In addition, the photo-
emission detection scheme used in our demonstration will
be much harder to implement for condensed phase targets.
To some extent, sample damage could be avoided by raster
scanning a solid target or using high-velocity liquid sheets
to replenish the target between laser pulses. Reducing the
x-ray intensity while increasing the pulse repetition rate
would also help to mitigate damage problems. The reduc-
tion in single-shot signal levels would be offset by
increased data rates, which will be useful for gas phase
experiments as well. Despite these difficulties, the infor-
mation provided by ISXRS would lead to important
insights into attosecond dynamics in large systems.
We carried out measurements at the atomic, molecular,

and optical science (AMO) experimental hutch at the LCLS
using the LAMP end station [27]. A double-sided velocity
map imaging (VMI) spectrometer simultaneously captured
electrons and ions produced via photoionization of a
skimmed molecular beam of NO. A large background of
electrons produced by stray light reduced the sensitivity of
the electron VMI below the expected signal levels; thus, in
the present experiments, only the ion VMI spectrometer
could be used, and it was optimized to produce high
resolution ion time-of-flight spectra. Broad bandwidth
x-ray pulses were tuned to the vicinity of the oxygen 1s →
2π� resonance of NO at 532.6 eV [28]. The 2π� resonance
consists of three overlapping states, with characters shown

in Fig. 1(a). The x-ray pulses transfer population between
the ground and various valence-excited states using this
core-excited resonance as an intermediate. A number of
low-lying excited states of NO are accessible within the
spectral bandwidth of the attosecond x-ray pulses.
Moreover, three of these states are long-lived: They have
fluorescence lifetimes in excess of 100 ns [29], they exhibit
a sharp vibrational progression in the visible absorption
spectrum [30], and our molecular dynamics simulations
show that a significant fraction of the excited state
population does not dissociate (see Supplemental
Material [31]).
The measurement scheme, depicted in Fig. 1(b), probes

the number of valence-excited molecules produced by
interaction with an attosecond x-ray pulse by time-delayed
(∼20 ns) ionization with a weak, ultraviolet (UV) probe
pulse. The intensity of the UV laser pulse is adjusted close
to the two-photon ionization threshold of ground state
molecules. At these intensities, ionization of ground state
molecules is nearly negligible, but valence-excited states
are ionized efficiently, yielding singly charged ions.
Therefore, the yield of this ion channel is related to the
valence-excited state fraction. To quantify other sources of
parent ions, background measurements are performed
where the UV pulse precedes the x-ray pulse by 5 ns.
The background measurements are interleaved as three out
of seven consecutive shots. The difference in ion yield
between the two pulse configurations is proportional to the
valence-excited state fraction produced by the x-ray pulse.
NOþ ions are discriminated based on their charge-to-

mass ratio, which is derived from the time-of-flight in our
ion spectrometer. The time of arrival of photoions is
measured by analyzing the raw waveform from the micro-
channel plate (MCP) detector in the ion spectrometer. The
resulting ion spectrum is shown in Fig. 1(c). In this
experiment, the event rate for ions in the NOþ
(m=q ¼ 30) channel is about 0.22 ions per shot. We use
the additional spatial information provided by the position
sensitive anode detector [27] to count the number of ions
produced when multiple ions overlap in the time-of-flight
signal, as discussed in the Supplemental Material [31].
We scan the x-ray central photon energy in the range

531–551 eV by adjusting the electron beam energy. This
range includes the 1s → 2π� resonance as well as the
oxygen K-edge. Figure 2(a) shows a Gaussian smoothed
histogram of the total NOþ ion yield as a function of central
photon energy (dashed red), which shows the energetic
position of the 1s → 2π� resonance. Here we have nor-
malized the total yield to the pulse energy per shot and the
number of shots at each photon energy.
We estimate the average bandwidth of the attosecond

x-ray pulses by convolving the known shape of the resonant
absorption feature [28] with a Gaussian of increasing
spectral width until the convolved curve matches the
measured NOþ yield curve in Fig. 2. We retrieve an



average bandwidth of 5.5� 0.3 eV. This average band-
width is consistent with single-shot x-ray spectra measured
in a separate set of experiments [25].
To analyze the fraction of valence-excited states created

by the x-ray pulse, we consider the differential ion yield,

ΔYNOþ ¼ 2 ×
Yþ − Y−

Yþ þ Y−
; ð3Þ

taken between shots where the UV laser pulse arrives after
the x-ray pulse (Yþ) and the UV laser pulse arrives before
the x-ray pulse (Y−). Figure 2(b) (solid blue curve) plots the
differential ion yield, ΔYNOþ , as a function of x-ray central
photon energy. Neutral excited states appear in the region
of the 2π� resonance, measured as a 2.6� 0.6% increase in
the NOþ yield, or 4.1σ above the null result. This excess is
significantly above the predicted rate of spontaneous x-ray
Raman scattering calculated in the Supplemental Material
[31], shown as a dot-dashed blue curve in Fig. 2. The broad
range of photon energies over which these neutral excited
states are observed, extending from below the 2π� reso-
nance out to the oxygen K-edge, is characteristic of an
impulsive excitation. When the interaction period is
extremely short, the importance of the energy detuning
in the denominator of Eq. (2) becomes less important,
which would lead to a broad spectral region where it is
possible to drive ISXRS, limited mostly by the x-ray
bandwidth. We also notice in Fig. 2 that the measured

yield of excited state neutral molecules drops sharply just
before the oxygen K-edge, where the bandwidth of the
x-ray pulse can ionize the oxygen 1s electron and linear
x-ray photoionization competes with the ISXRS process.
Above the oxygen K-edge, the curve shows variability
similar to the background channels, as discussed in the
Supplemental Material [31].
We model the ISXRS process using the effective three-

state model described in Ref. [37]. Numerical simulations
of the ISXRS process are performed by solving the time-
dependent Schrödinger equation for a fixed nuclear geom-
etry using the energy of the ground, core-excited, and
valence-excited states computed to second order in multi-
configuration perturbation theory (CASPT2) with the
OpenMolcas program [38]. The calculation is performed
for fixed-in-space molecules, here the x-ray polarization is
oriented perpendicular to the molecular axis. We assume
the x-ray pulses have a Fourier transform-limited pulse
duration and a corresponding spectral bandwidth of 5.5 eV.
Our simulation models direct single-photon ionization as a
population loss mechanism, in addition to the Auger decay
of core-excited states [37]. The primary loss mechanism is
the Auger decay of core-excited states that persist after
the exciting x-ray pulse is over; however, the losses due to
single-photon ionization of the valence shell and
nitrogen K-shell become important for intensities above
1018 W=cm2, which is shown in the Supplemental
Material [31].
The time-dependent electronic populations calculated for

a pulse with a central photon energy of 532.6 eVare shown
in Fig. 3(a). The population transfer into the valence-
excited states is due exclusively to ISXRS. Following the
initial excitation, the core-excited states decay due to the
Auger process, whereas the valence-excited states are much
more stable. However, on longer timescales (> 10’s fs),
many of these states dissociate. The states with significant
bound populations are the Φ0, Π1, and Π2 states. To
determine the dissociation fraction for each state, we extend
the simulation to 1 ps at each intensity (results are shown in
the Supplemental Material) and find the bound fraction to
be roughly 30%, 90%, and 4% for the Φ0, Π1, and Π2

states, respectively. This survival probability has only a
minor dependence on the pulse intensity.
Figure 3(b) shows the population fraction transferred

into each valence-excited state 3 fs after the x-ray pulse
arrives. The maximal population transfer occurs at a photon
energy that is slightly red-detuned from the 2π� resonance
because the Stokes transition is several eV below the
resonance position. This maximum depends on the inten-
sity and shifts closer to the original resonance for larger
intensities due to ac Stark shifting of the transition
frequencies. Our simulations show that ISXRS coherently
populates multiple valence-excited states and thus provides
a method for generating a coherent electronic wave packet.
While the results shown in Fig. 3 assume a fixed nuclear

FIG. 2. (a) Central photon energy dependence of the total yield
of NOþ ions. The total NOþ yield demonstrates the energetic
position of the oxygen 1s → 2π� resonant feature (vertical gray
bar). (b) Central photon energy dependence of NOþ difference
signal (solid blue), Gaussian smoothed for clarity (1.5 eV at
FWHM) with a 1σ error bar (blue shaded area). This difference
signal is directly proportional to the number of valence-excited
state neutral molecules produced by the x-ray pulse. A vertical
dashed bar shows the energy position of the oxygen K-edge.
We compare the measured yield with results from our simulations
for peak intensities of 1018 W=cm2 (dashed black) and
3 × 1018 W=cm2 (solid black), along with the expected sponta-
neous Raman rate (dot-dashed blue).



geometry, simulations incorporating nuclear dynamics in
the core-excited state did not significantly alter the results
(see the Supplemental Material [31] for an example
including nuclear dynamics).
The experimental observable [percent change in differ-

ential ion yield, Eq. (3)] measures the ratio between the
valence-excited state population and the number of NOþ
ions produced by the pump and probe pulses. To accurately
compare the simulated excited state fractions from Fig. 3
with the experimentally observed quantity, we must also
model all sources of NOþ ions. NOþ ions originate from
direct interaction with the x-ray pulse via Auger decay of
core-excited molecules and direct valence ionization,
which can be estimated directly from the time-dependent
electronic state population calculations. Additionally, the
UV laser pulse can produce NOþ via two-photon ioniza-
tion, which is measured directly in the experiment. The UV
laser also contributes to the NOþ ion yield via single-
photon ionization of valence-excited, neutral molecules
produced either through ISXRS or spontaneous Raman
scattering. The ISXRS contribution is taken from the total
excited state population in Fig. 3(b) after accounting for
molecular dissociation, whereas the rate for spontaneous
Raman scattering is estimated in the Supplemental Material
[31] and is shown in Fig. 2(b) as a dot-dashed blue line.
Computing the expected differential ion with Eq. (3), we
obtain the black curves in Fig. 2.

Assuming a 2-μm diameter x-ray focal spot (∼3 μm2), an
x-ray pulse duration of roughly 500 as, and an x-ray mirror
reflectance between 10% and 50%, we expect an x-ray
peak intensity in the range 1017–1018 W=cm2. From com-
paring the measured and calculated differential ion yield
(Fig. 2), we estimate the x-ray peak intensity of about
3 × 1018 W=cm2. At this intensity, both the total signal
strength and central photon energy dependence near the 2π�
resonance show good agreement with the measurement. The
strong dependence on intensity could be leveraged to
precisely measure the x-ray intensity in future experiments.
As the central photon energy approaches the oxygenK-edge,
core-excited Rydberg states can contribute to the ISXRS
yield. These intermediate states are not included in the
simulation, and thus the predicted NOþ yield decreases as
the bandwidth begins to reach above 540 eV.
Beyond intensity calibration, the ISXRS measurement is

made relative to the NOþ yield, and thus we can compute a
two-photon cross section by using the x-ray intensity found
by matching the data to simulations. By convolving the
x-ray bandwidth with the absolute cross section for single-
photon absorption from Ref. [39], we can conclude that
σð2Þ ¼ ð3� 2Þ × 10−55 cm4 s=photon, for a Gaussian pulse
with 5.5-eV spectral bandwidth. This is within an order of
magnitude of the two-photon absorption cross sections
previously measured in the x-ray regime after accounting
for the Z−4 scaling [14,18,19].
In this Letter, we have observed an excess of valence-

excited molecules following interaction with broad band-
width, attosecond, and soft x-ray pulses tuned near a
preedge resonance. We compared the photon energy
dependence of the excitation fraction with simulations of
spontaneous Raman and ISXRS and found the data to be
consistent with the expected level of the ISXRS signal.
From these measurements, we have estimated the ISXRS
cross section. Moreover, our theoretical calculations show
that a superposition of valence-excited states is created.
This observation of nonlinear x-ray physics with isolated
attosecond pulses opens a path for investigations of
transient electronic phenomena using x-ray free-electron
lasers. Future experiments should employ two-color atto-
second x-ray pulses [25] to follow the electronic coherence
initiated by impulsive Raman pumping, which will allow
electronic motion to be disentangled from nuclear motion,
going beyond recent experiments employing femtosecond
pulses [40]. This methodology would enable site-specific
probing of valence electron motion with high temporal
resolution through nonlinear x-ray interactions. Another
future direction is toward extending single-pulse coherent
Raman scattering spectroscopies to the x-ray regime as a
site-specific probe of photochemical reactions [41].
Measurements of this type will provide insight into the
role of electronic coherence in photochemical reactions.

We thank Matthew Ware for insightful discussions
during the data analysis. Use of the Linac Coherent

FIG. 3. (a) Time evolution of electronic populations during and
after interaction with an attosecond x-ray pulse. The x-ray pulse
has a central photon energy of 532.6 eV, on resonance with the
2Π0 → 2Δ0 transition, and a peak intensity of 3 × 1018 W=cm2.
The results are intensity averaged over the entire focal volume.
The possible final states are labeled by their character, in addition
to being specified as ground (gs), valence-excited (ve), or core-
excited states (ce). (b) Valence-excited state populations 3 fs after
excitation as a function of central photon energy of the incident
x-ray pulse. A peak intensity of 3 × 1018 W=cm2 is used.
The vertical gray bar indicates the energy position simulated
in panel (a).
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